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Executive Summary 

Last week we were forced by the market’s price action to change counts: The major 3, 4, 5 count was abandoned 

and instead the SPX 2116 is now counted as major 1 of Primary V. The alternate count was that this is still part major 

c of Primary IV. We then favored the bullish count over the bearish count 60:40, and forecasted: “Major 2 targeting 

low 2000s to high 1900s. First target SPX 2012 before bounce” At Monday’s low –SPX 2019, very close to a BINGO 

again - and the subsequent price action this week we added that major 2 label at that low and changed the odds 

to 70:30 mid-week. Based in Friday’s price action, and the weight of observable evidence of the charts analyzed in 

this update –one fact being the past week was the best week since December 2014!- we now give 80:20 odds for 

both counts. This means we’ll only focus on the bullish count until proven otherwise. 

Our preferred count is that major 3 is underway, and that price is now in intermediate i of major 3. Next price levels 

to watch are SPX 2116, 2135, 2150 and 2170. We expect intermediate i to top in the 2150-2170 area. Within the 

bullish count (now in Major 3) there’s one intermediate-term (days-weeks) bearish count that could count the 

current advance as intermediate b of major 2, with intermediate c of major 2 completing below SPX 2019. This is not 

our preferred count. 

The daily and weekly price charts appear rater bullish. Market breadth turned positive on Friday, which favors the 

bulls. Our ST-SMA chart is 77%, while our LT-SMA chart is 100%. The latter indeed adds weight to the count that this 

is Primary V, whereas the former tells shorter terms investors, aka traders, the market is an attractive place to be in.  

 

Last week we advised to be cautious, but also to be ready to buy. With this week’s 

price action we recommend being long. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count (80% odds) 

Since last week, the count in Figure 1 is now our preferred count: Major 1 peaked at SPX 2116, after a 5-wave rally 

from the SPX 1872 low. Price bottomed on Monday at SPX 2019 as predicted last week: “Major 2 targeting low 2000s 

to high 1900s. First target SPX 2012 before bounce.” for major 2. Close enough or what!?!?  Since then, the advance 

appears rather impulsive: (green) minor “1?”, “2?” labels. This means price is now in major 3. Likely intermediate i 

of Major 3.  

First waves of the third wave (intermediate i of major 3 in this case) often target between the 50%-76.4% extension 

of the prior first wave (major 1), with an ideal target of the 61.8% extension. As such let’s focus first on the 50% and 

61.8% extensions. These are in yellow in Figure 1: SPX 2141, 2170, respectively. Assuming minor 1 peaked at SPX 

2067 off the 2019 low, and minor 2 bottomed at SPX 2046, the (green) 200% extension of 1, from 2 targets: 

2046+2.0x48=2142. Right at the 50% extension. (see lower red “i?” at purple arrow). The upper red “i?” with purple 

arrow shows the 61.8% extension.  

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: Preferred count: Major 1 at SPX 2116, Major 2 at SPX 2019, now in intermediate i of Major 

3. Blue labels are alternate count. Odds: 70:30 between preferred and alternate count. 

 

We can also count the past week as an abc (blue “or: a?”) count, which now reached the c=a extension at SPX 2097 

at Friday’s high. Intermediate c (blue arrow) then targets SPX 1980s. However based on the weight of the evidence 

presented on the next pages we do not favor this count and see the odds for intermediate i of 3 vs intermediate b 

of 2 as 70:30 

 

  

or: a? 

or: b? 

or: c? 

Or 2? 
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Elliot wave update: alternate count (20% odds) 

Since there’s always a myriad of counts possible, which is the most significant drawback of Elliot Wave, and as such 

it should not and cannot be solely relied on when actually trading and making buy/sell decisions, we do need to 

follow up on our bigger picture alternate count to remain objective: Major b peaked at DOW 17,900 (SPX 2116) and 

price is now in major c down: figure 2. Here the ideal (green) b-wave target is still where we left it last week. Clearly 

price has surpassed it, as such putting this count into question. In addition, price has moved up over the two (white) 

shorter term descending trend lines. Moreover, price has now also moved above the yellow long term trend line (in 

place since 2012), where it found support Friday afternoon. If this were a b-wave we’d expect price to be rejected 

there instead. 

Hence, the weight of the evidence on this chart tells us this count has become much less likely. We therefore give it 

20% odds. 

Figure 2. DOW hourly chart: major b of Primary IV completed. b-wave of larger c-wave completing? 
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SPX update 

Last week using the price only chart we identified “price broke through the 2nd S/R zone and stalled right at the bulls’ 

last stand: the blue horizontal line. If this fails the 3rd S/R zone at SPX 1975-2000 is on tap. That simple, and all there 

is to it.” Well, the blue line obviously held, together with the confluence of the orange descending and black-dotted 

ascending trend line. Since, price advanced almost 70p in 5 days. The best up week since December 2014. Resistance 

is now at the 3rd S/R zone: SPX 2100-2125 followed by the upper trend line, now at SPX 2162, and rising at 1p/week. 

Both target zones are in line with those mentioned in the Elliot Wave update for the bullish count.  

Bottom line: the chart shows there is upside resistance from SPX 2100-2125. Break above targets 2170. 

Figure 3. SPX daily price-only chart: The blue-line S held. 3rd S/R zone next target. After that upper black-dotted line 

 

On Thursday we mentioned that the SPX 2100-2125 zone should now act as less resistance as sellers have stepped 

up there numerous times and we expect they may now simple become exhausted.  
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Last week we had a confirmed A.I. sell signal (the first sign is when the 3 indicators making up the A.I. start to move 

down for a sell/short, or move up for a buy/long signal; the confirmation is when all 3 lines then drop <80 or move 

>20, respectively): see dotted and solid red and green lines, respectively. Often one acts on the confirmation sign, 

as initial signals may not find follow through (see for example the mid-October 2-day correction). However, now we 

have a confirmed buy-signal again at the same time the daily SAR flipped below price signaling a new short-term 

uptrend. We can also observe that all TIs are pointing up, and none is overbought. There is no MACD buy signal yet, 

but the upper Bollinger Band has started to expand showing the upside has strength and suggesting more upside 

ahead. Resistance at the daily chart is at SPX 2151; right in between our SPX 2140-2170 target area.  

Bottom line: the daily chart looks bullish based on the objective assessment of the TIs. 

Figure 4. SPX Daily TI chart: A.I. buy signal on Wednesday. All TIs are pointing up. Upper Bollinger Band expanding

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 

Buy/long Sell/short Buy/long 
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The weekly chart has a bullish candle that brought price back above the 20w, and 50w SMAs. We can also observe 

that the upper Bollinger Band (BB) started to expand, just like in the daily chart; showing price has strength and 

suggesting further upside. The weekly SAR is still below price: intermediate term uptrend. The weekly A.I. gave an 

unconfirmed sell-signal (red dotted line) last week because all 3 indicators making up the A.I. moved down, but not 

all moved <80 (the red indicator ended last week at 80.7). Often this is indicative of a correction and not a new 

(down) trend. We do want to point out the MACD setup: we call this a bullish hook. Bears were unable to produce a 

sell signal. Bulls can capitalize on those and cause the MACD to move up much higher (and price thus too). Weekly 

resistance is at the upper BB, SPX 2160 and at SPX 2189. The former fits within our SPX 2140-2170 price target.  

Bottom line: the weekly chart looks bullish based on the objective assessment of the TIs. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart: unconfirmed A.I. sell signal. All TIs are pointing up. Upper Bollinger Band expanding 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Long- and short-term SMAs charts 

Our long- and short term Simple Moving Averages charts (LT-SMA, ST-SMA) tell us what the long term and short 

term trends are. The long term trend is clearly down; bulls are unable to cause the LT-SMAs to turn back up. This, in 

our opinion, is indeed suggestive of a primary V wave. It is too weak to push the long term trend into the bulls’ favor. 

Price, however, is above all LT-SMAs and the longer it remains above those the more the LT-SMAs chart will improve 

and turn bullish. For now, however, the chart tells (very long term) investors to stay out of the market. 

The ST-SMA, however, is 77% bullish with almost all SMAs back above the slowest moving average (dotted line), and 

almost all are pointing back up. Price is above all ST-SMAs, which are from very short term (few days) to intermediate 

term (weeks). Hence, this chart tells shorter term investors –aka traders- the market is a rather attractive place to 

be in right now. 

Bottom line: the LT-SMA chart is bearish for LT investors, while the ST-SMAs is attractive to traders 

Figure 6. LT-SMAs chart 100% bearish. ST-SMAs chart 77% bullish 
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Market breadth 

All week we’ve been saying that the bulls need positive market breadth as then more stocks are advancing then 

declining. By Friday they were finally possible to do that, albeit by a very thin margin: 1.5. Bulls do need to push 

harder and get NYMO into the 40s-60s for continued and sustained upside. The Summation Index of the SPX shows 

it added 14+ points and appears to have turned back up.  

Bottom line: market breadth ended the week positive, but the bulls need it to continue to improve 

Figure 7. NYMO ended weekly positive, SPX-SI appears to have turned the corner 
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